THE CABLE
REMOTE
Multi channel, auto sequencing cable tester remote unit

The Cable Remote is a convenient way for checking NL4 and NL8 cables if they are wired correctly. The Cable Remote was
designed with the Installer in mind, by having a separate sending unit (The Speaker Beeper) and a receiving unit (The Cable
Remote) for checking the wiring of cables that are in two separate locations, for instance the amp racks maybe be located in
another room or another building from the speaker location. The Cable remote can check speaker cables up to 1000 feet in length.
The LED display on the Cable Remote follows the sequence pattern of the Speaker Beeper… A NL8 cable will sequence all 4
green LED’s in order, ch1… ch2… ch3… ch4… A NL4 cable will sequence the first 2 green LED’s in order, ch1… ch2... and
then a short pause while sequencing the other channels not being used. If the cable you are checking is wired incorrectly, the
Cable Remote will indicate that you have a problem by either blinking out of sequence, illuminating a red LED or no LED at all.
These are indications of a faulty cable or a cable wired incorrectly. Use the table on the left to determine the problem.

WARRANTY
This product is guaranteed for one year from the date of purchase against any manufacturer’s defects or workmanship. This warranty does not
cover the following items:
*Products that have been modified or incorporated into other products
*Damage from misuse, neglect or acts of nature
*Products purchased more than 12 months ago
*Products purchased from unauthorized dealers or companies

For warranty service, return the product, along with the original sales receipt to LJ Productions, 2883 Aiello Drive – unit 1, San Jose, CA
95111, postage prepaid. We will repair or replace the product at our option and pay the return postage.
Specifications subject to change without notice
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